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13th July 2020 
  
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
This will be the last full week of school, as we break up on Tuesday 21st July. You should have 

received an email already to let you know that Bubble A will attend school on Monday 20th 

July for their last day, and Bubble B will attend on Tuesday 21st July for their last day.  

This week the Year 1 teachers have filmed a short video for their new classes.  Please watch 

these at home with your child this week. It would also be a good idea to watch the video 

again at the end of the summer holidays, as you start to prepare to return to school.  

RB message from Mrs Jones and Ms Crawford - https://youtu.be/g7UlLO20bGs 

RO message from Ms McMillan- https://youtu.be/2apzIY5UiVY 

RP message from Ms Higgins - https://youtu.be/V4BNsQGWxwE 

RR message from Ms Tapp - https://youtu.be/Rbq9PJCQy-s 

We have also included an activity in the Remote Learning this week about this and would urge 

everyone to have a go at this. Please encourage your child to have a go at writing the letter 

themselves, without worrying about ‘correct’ spelling. The activity is really about them 

starting to think about moving into Year 1 and to feel connected to their new teacher. 

Encourage them to think carefully about what they want to write first and to try to sound out 

each word they want to write (they can look at an alphabet mat to help them to identify which 

letter they need to represent the sounds). Before they start, remind them to try to write 

clearly and to leave spaces between their words, but try not to interrupt to correct them as 

they are writing, as this can disturb their focus and confidence. When they have finished, read 

their letter with them and ask if they want to add anything.  

As always, please get in touch (reception@coleridgeprimary.net), if you need anything or have 

any questions. You can also use this email address to let us know if you would like any of the 

Remote Learning sheets printed out – we will then arrange for this to be done and let you 

know when they are ready to collect from the school office.  

Very best wishes, 
The Reception team 
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